Recent advances in mesoscopic-scale imaging in animal models of ischemic stroke.
This article provides an overview of the recent literature regarding the application of in-vivo brain imaging techniques to animal models of ischemic stroke. Major breakthroughs concerned the effects of sensory stimulation on neuronal function, local hemodynamics, and tissue outcome in the hyperacute phase of stroke; the novel application to stroke of hybrid scanners allowing simultaneous PET and magnetic resonance; the refinements of magnetic resonance-based oxygen imaging, allowing to map the ischemic penumbra in a completely noninvasive way; the implementation of new PET ligands to selectively map poststroke neuronal death and neuroinflammation; and the use of novel mesoscale imaging techniques to demonstrate the major role of interhemispheric connectivity in poststroke plasticity and functional recovery. The array of techniques to map in vivo the key pathophysiological brain processes involved in stroke is currently enlarging at an amazing pace. This is paralleled by ever-increasing sophistication in postprocessing tools. The combination of techniques allowing simultaneous access to several variables is particularly powerful as it affords unprecedented insights into the intimate processes underlying the tissue and neuronal changes that follow a stroke. These major leaps forward will hopefully lead to therapeutic breakthroughs aiming at improving functional outcome after stroke.